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people at large and especially by the army, and that a cam-
paign to restore the old senatorial system was not merely
useless but Infinitely harmful, because it could lead only to
a revival of civil war with all its horrors. Hence the appear-
ance of a new dynasty on the throne, however much it owed
its elevation to chance, aroused no protest from Roman
society. Men hoped that the regenerated principate would
really show the world an example of power in the hands of
1 the best ' , exercised with due regard to established con-
stitutional forms and without prejudice to the privileges
enjoyed by the upper classes.
This hope was not altogether disappointed by the reigns
of Vespasian and his elder son Titus. We have seen that
Vespasian, in theory at least, regarded his rule as a con-
tinuation of the principate of Augustus ; and the latter
really approximated to the Stoic ideal. But in fact Vespasian's
power relied entirely upon his connexion with the armies.
This is proved by the title of imperator, which he, like Augustus
before him, adopted as his personal name, thus asserting his
'"co$£n:and of the soldiers and also the hereditary and un-
* limited^pature of his authority. This may be inferred from
his persistent attempts to confine the succession to his own
family.* * His scheme was vigorously contested by all the
4 opposition : they held that the heir to the throne should be
•i£Ee>best of the best' — in other words, the best among the
senators — and that relationship to the actual ruler should be
ignored. Such a claim led to strained relations even in the
lifetime of Vespasian. But he and his son Titus reigned for
only twelve years. They were fully occupied with the task
of re-establishing the state, and especially its finances, which
had been ruined by the insane extravagance of Nero and the
cost of civil war in a. d. 69 and 70 ; and therefore they re-
frained from pressing the dispute to a final issue, and kept as
far as possible within the limits of the Augustan constitution.
Dornitian, the younger son of Vespasian and the third
Flavian ruler, made all compromise impossible. He rejected
the theory of the * best man ' as ruler of the state ; and more
than this, he drew the inevitable logical conclusions from that
rejection. Taking the path laid down by Caesar and followed
by Antony and Caligula, Domitian emphasized in all his
actions the absolute nature of his power and the sacredness
of his person. He demanded blind submission and relied

